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Abstract  Sidechannel attacks  to reveal  the secret  information  on  cryptographic  device has been extensively

studied.  One  of such  side-channel  attack  is electromagnetic  analysis,  which  is monitoring  the current  amplitude,  its

direction, and  its position that generated by the CMOS  logic operation  inside the secure  IC-chip. Hence, this survey

evaluates  the peak-current traces of CMOS  logic style  using  adiabatic  logic technique  at the secure  logic simulation

level, The SPICE  simulation  results  show  that our  previously proposed  CSSAL  exhibits  uniform  and  low arnplitude

of  supply  current  compare  to the conventional  logic styles. Consequently, the logic immunity towards side  channel

attack  is guaranteed,
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  1. Introduction

 In the last century,  the modern  cryptology  has mainly  fo-

cused  on  cryptosystems  resistant  against  side-channel  analy-

sis  (SCA), which  has become  a  special  threat  for chipper  de

signers,  software  developers, and  hardware  engineers  working

to secure  private  information stored  in cryptographic  devices

such  as  smart  card,  RFID  tags, USB  token,  and  wireless

sensors.  SCA  can  be used  to unveil  the secret  key of  crypto-

graPhic devices by analyzing  side-channel  information, such

as  power consumption,  computing  time, and  electromagnetic

radiation,  Arnong  these  SCA  attack  techniques,  differential

power  analysis  (DPA) attacks  are  the most  popular  type  of

power  analysis  attacks  to reveal  the  secret  information in

cryptosystem.  A  DPA  attack  seeks  to crack  the secret  key of

a  smart  card  by statistically  analyzing  power fluctuations

that occurs  while  the  device encrypts  and  decrypts large

blocks of  data [1]. Apart from DPA  attack,  timing  attack  [2],
differential electromagnetic  radiation  atta £ k (DEMA) [3,4]
and  other  side-channel  attacks  on  cryptographic  hardware

has been extensively  studied.  Throughout  analysis  in [2] has

described that  attacker  ma"r  able  for find the secret  key by

carefu11y  measuring  the amount  of  operation  time  of  cryp-

tographic hardware.  DEMA  attack  sketches  that, current

fiow during the  switching  of  the CMOS  gates causes  a  vari-

ation  of  the  electro-magnetic  field surrounding  the chip  that

can  be monitored  by  inductive probes  which  are  particularly

sensitive  to the related  impulse,

 The  main  factors of  aforementioned  attacks  are  Telated  to

CMOS  logic power  consumption  and  required  operational

time of  cryptographic  hardware itself. Regarding to this

power  consumption  by secure  chip  in cryptographic  haxd-

ware,  the CMOS  logic design should  be highly considered

in order  to mask  or  hide the input  legic values  and  also  re-

duce power  consumption  in digital circuit  level. As  a  coun-

termeasure  to the related  issue, several  method  in different

ways  haye been  proposed,  such  as  sense  amplifier  based logic

(SABL) [5], wave  dynamic  difierential logic (WDDL) [61,
three-phase dual-rail pre-charged  logic (TDPL) [7]. More-

over,  an  asynchronous  dual-rail gate design [8] has been pro-

posed  that balances power,  requires  no  capacitance  maSch-

ing  of  data outputs,  and  tolerates process  vamiability  in the

routecl  interconnect between gates.

 Although those sidechannel  countermeasures  have been

implemented, however, all of  them  applied  conventional

charging  method  (and the  major  problem in DPA  attacks

caused  by the  charging  current  of  the capacitive  loads) that

causes  the  extremely  high spike  current  occurrence  and  huge

energy  consuming.  As  a  result,  the DPA  and  DEMA  attacks

are  abit  diMcult to avoid.  Hence, in this survey,  we  inves-

tigate our  previously proposed secure  chargesharing  sym-

metric  adiabatic  logic from the  security  view-point  in com-

parison  with  previously published dual-rail adiabatic  logic,

i.e, secure  adiabatic logic (SAL) [9], eMeient  charge  recovery

logic (ECRL) [10], symmetric  adiabatic  logic (SyAL) [11],
and  2N-2N2P  logic [12].
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  2. Charge  Recovery  Logic

 2.1  AdiabaticLogicyis-h-visConventionalCMOS

      Logic

 The  principle of  adiabatic  charging  can  be understood  by

contrasting  it with  the  charging  of  a  capacitor  in an  equiv-

alent  RC  circuit  foT the conventional  CMOS  method.  In

the conventional  CMOS  circuit,  the load capacitance  C  is

charged  from O to V2cd, where  Iikd is the  voltage  of  the  DC

power  supply, as  shown  in Fig, 1(a). During the charging

period of  the  conventional  CMOS,  the  energy  charged  into

the  capacitor  is/

  Echarge=;CICIZ･  (1)

Fbrom the perspective  of  energy  conservation,  a  corrventional

CMOS  logic emits  heat and  thus wastes  energy  with  ev-

ery  charge-dischamge  cycle:  Etotal =  Echarge +  Edischarge

==  1!2(CVL2i)  +1!2(CI{lli) =:  Cl,211i, If the  logic is driven

with  a  ceTtain  frequency f{= f1T), where  7i is the  period  of

the signal,  then  the  power  consumption  of  the  CMOS  gate is

determined as  a.t.i =  EtotailT =  CI7:lif. Power  consump-

tion  of  conventional  CMOS  is proportional to 1i::i. One  ef

the  most  effk)ctive  ways  to reduce  its power  consumption  is to

lower the  pewer  supply  voltage  I,2id or  the  load capacitance.

 Adiabatic switching  is commonly  used  in minimizing  the

energy  lost during a  charging  oT  discharging period. The

main  idea of  adiabatic  switching  is shown  in Fig. 1(b), which

indicates a  transition  that  is considered  suMciently  slow  that

heat is not  significantly  emitted.  This is made  possible  by

replacing  the DC  power  supply  with  a  resonant  LC  driver

or  a  trapezoidal  power-clock voltage  waveform.  If constant

current  source  delivers a  charge  Q =  Cl,2id during the time

period T,  the energy  dissipation in the  channel  resistance  R

is given by:

  EAdiabattc ==  CPT ;  CI2RT

          .. e(C\ild)2 ,RT, (2)

where  I is considered  as  the  average  ef  the current  fiow-
ing to C, and  C is a  shape  factor that  is dependent on  the

shape  of  the clock  edges.  Observing the adiabatic  switching

equation,  the charging  peried T  is indefinitely long, and  so

energy  dissipation is ideally reduced  to neamly  zero  [13]. Wb

assume  that, if the  individual logic consumes  a consistent

and  low-peak supply  current,  regardless  of  the input Iogic

conditions,  then  a  more  complex  digital circuit will  be more

secure  against  leakage of  processed information to  DPA  or

DEMA  attacks.  We  make  this assumption  become  possible
by  adopting  the adiabatic  logic technique  as  shown  in Fig.

1(c). Figure 1(c) shows  a  comparison  of  peak  supply  current

for equivalent  RC  models  of  the conventional  CMOS  logic
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and  the adiabatic  logic. The  instantaneous peak supply  cur-

rent  ef  the  adiabatic  logic is significantly lower than that of

the conventional  CMOS  logic style.

  2.2 Secure Adiabatic Logic Styles

  2. 2. 1 EMcient  Charge  Recovery  Logic

  EMcient charge  recovery  logic is the  simplest  DR  adia-

batic logic since  eveT  been  proposed.  The  generic  logic struc-

ture of  ECRL  and  its input and  output  waveform  are  shown

in Fig. 2. The  ECRL  is basically operated  in four phases;

input phase  where  the  input signal  slowly  goes high from
O-ltlid, while  the power  cleck  signal  is low, At the  end  of

this phase, inputs have taken their own  valid  values.  Sup-

pose  that  In=HI  and  In:=LO; therefore  MN2  is closed  and

MNI  is open.  In other  words,  the function block which  pre-
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pares  Out  signal  is closed,  and  the complementary  function

block which  prepares Out  signal  is open.  Then, the  evalua-

tion phase, power clock  signal  slowly  goes HI; thus, Out is

charged  through MP2. In contrast,  Out node  remains  LO

since  it is connected  to ground through  the  function block.

During  the hold phase, the present condition  of  valid  out-

put  remains  stable  at  HI level. Finally, the  recovery  phase,

power  clock  steadily  decreases to LO. By  fa11ing power  clock,

Out  goes LO  via  MP2,  Note  that, the  ame  floating charges

at  Out and  Out nodes  when  Jn  signal  falls down to i/2. and

Vl)c signal  reaches  the  VLp. The  rernaining  charge  at  out-

put nodes  are  dissipated non-adiabatically  at  the next  cycle

if new  inputs causes  the complementary  function block to

switch  on.

  2.2.2  2N-2N2PLogic

  The  operational  function of  2N-2N2P  gate is similar  to

ECRL  logic operation,  they have same  phases. Generic logic

of  the  2N-2N2P  and  its waveform  are  shown  in Figs. 3, Ob-

serving  Fig. 3(a), 2N-2N2P  gate consists  of  two main  parts:

(i)two functional block whose  duty is to construct  the  gate

outputs  Out  and  Out, and  (ii) a  Iatch which  is made  by two

cross-couple  NMOS  transistor to ewoid  fioating charges  at

output  nodes.

  2. 2. 3 Secure Adiabatic Logic

  The  generic ceil  construction  of  SAL  and  its waveform  are

depicted in Fig. 4. A SAL  consists  of  three  main  parts: (i)
two function blocks construct  the  outputs.  These functions

are  implemented  by  NMOS  transistors, (ii) a  latch which  is

made  by two cross-coupled  PMOS  transistors, i.e., MPI  and

MP2  to keep the  output  stable  in respect  to input condition,
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and  (iii) extTa  pass  tTansistors, i.e., MN3  to MN8,  that  are

responsible  to discharge internal  capacitances  of  the  func-

tion  blocks adiabatically. The  function blocks and  the  two

cross-coupled  NMOS  transistors are  connected  to a  DC  bias

voltage  equal  to Vtp  instead of  GND  in order  to avoids  the

non-adiabatic  energy  dissipation due to incomplete  discharge

of  Ciead, There are  eight  phases in original  paper [9], how-

ever,  we  use  four phases  only  in our  simulation,  as  shown  in

Fig. 4(b),

  2.2.4  SymmetricAdiabaticLogic

  Symmetric  adiabatic  logic (SyAL) [11] employs  a  symmet-

ric  pull-down transistor that was  proposed in symmetric  dis-

charge  logic [15] to minimize  differences in power  traces for

resistances  to DPA  attacks.  The  principal  idea of  the  SyAL

circuit  is assigned  to the discharge paths  such  that  on-and

off-transistors  are  configured  equally  for al1 cases.  As  it de-

scribes  in the logic operation  of  ECRL  that the output  nodes

of  adiabatic  logic are  not  fu11y discharge te ground  level;

therefore, SyAL  is designed to share  all internal  parasitic ca-
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pacitors  by inserting the BR  transistors that operate  when

power clock  and  beth inverter input signais  are  at  low level.

As the result,  the supply  current  is not  affected  by the previ-
ous  input  data. The  inverter Iogic structure  and  its weweform

are  shown  in Fig. 5.

  2. 2. 5  Charge-Sharing Symmetric  Adiabatic Logic

  The  detailed proposed  CSSAL  logic can  be seen  in [14],
We  present  here the  CSSAL  inverter in Fig, 6(a), and  its

input and  output  signals  in Fig. 6(b) in order  to summarize

how  the  logic is operated.  As  shown  in Fig. 6(b), the  CSSAL

operates  in four phases as  described fo11owing:

<a) Charge  sharing:  The  discharge (Dischg) signal  in-

creases  with  a  rate  twice  that  of  the  input  signal.  In this

phase, the  power-clock voltage  (I,},.) is stable  at  a  low level,

and  the  evaluation  path  signai  which  is established  by In  or

Jn (MN5 or  MN6)  and  Eval  (MN8) cells  simultaneously  also

slowly  increases. All the  internal  node  capacitances  are  dis-

charged  to ground before the  logic functien is evaluated,  in

order  to prevent  the  ciTcuit fi/om depending on  the previous

input data.

(b) Evaluation:  In this evaluation(Eval)  phase, the

Dischg  signal  is already  stable  at  a  low level, which  turns on

the  MPI  for supply  current  to flow into the  logic circuit.  The

output  wires  are  evaluated  through one  of  the active  input

cells.(c)

 Hold:  During  the  hold phase, the  presently active  in-

put and  Eval sigllals  slowly  decrease to become  low, but the

outputs  remain  stable  because those  are  controlled  by  cross-

coupled  NMOSs  MNI  and  MN2.

(d) Recovery:  The  power  clock  voltage  (Ii},.) steadily  de-

creases  to a  low level, and  the  presently active  output  is

discharged  to low  via  the  active  MP2  or  MP3  and  MPI  since

the  Disch signal  is still low. Consequently, charge  recovery

cencept  eccurs  for every  power-clock  cycle  to minimize  the

energy  lost through  charging  or  discharging.

  2.3  Investigation  and  Comparison  of  Individual

       Logic  Implementation

  The  most  important part for secure  logic designing is input

cell construction  in CMOS  logic functions. Inputs logic struc-

ture determines the dependence  or  independence of  power

consumption  corresponding  to inputs  data that  being pro-

cessed.  The  comparison  of  supply  current  consumption  by

each  adiabatic  logic in this survey  is shown  in Fig. 7. The  in-

ternal  equivalent  RC  medel  of  NANDIAND  gate are  shown

in the top of  Fig. 7i 2N-2N2P,  ECRL  and  SAL  ernploy  uni-

versal  pull-down network  that  remain  some  internal fioating

capacitors,  consequently,  they  exhibit  varying  supply  current

traces  for every  power  clock  cycle.  On  the other  hand, the

SyAL  and  proposed CSSAL  adopt  charge sharing  symmetric

input logic style  which  enabling  the circuits  to consume  con-
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Fig.6  Propesed  CSSAL;  (a) Inverter logic structure,  (b) Timing

      diagram.

stant  and  uniform  supply  current  for al1 possible  input tran-

sitions.  The  bottom  of  the  Fig. 7 explains  the  representative

input transition (A,B) from (O-}1, O->O) that  at  any  in-

put  condition,  our  proposed  CSSAL  always  shows  same  peak

curreiit  as  indicated  in Fig. 7. The  proposed CSSAL  logic

structure  in [14] inclucled control  signal  Cx  pass-transistors,

however in this survey,  the  Cx  transistors are  excluded  be-

cause  pass-transistors  are  energy  consuming  and  trigger high

glitch current  in complex  digital circuit,  such  as  AES  S-Box

implementation.

  In order  to demonstrate the  features of  CSSAL  with  other

adiabatic  logics, the  bit parallel cellular  rnultiplier  ever

CF(24) [15] as  shown  in Fig, 8, and  the composite  field

GF(((22)2)2) proposed by  Satoh et.al  [17] for AES  S-box im-

plementation  in Fig. 9 are  targeted.

  3. Simulation Results of  Adiabatic  Logic

      Implementation

 The  results  in this work  are  done  in a  SPICE  simulation

with  O.18-pam,  1.8-V  standard  CMOS  process  technology.

The  widths  and  the lengths of  the transistors are  O.6 pam

and  O.18 ptm, respectively,  for both the  PMOS  and  NMOS

transistors. We  inversitagte  all  the adiabatic  logics from  the

view-point  of  power fluctuation of  individual logics, the logic
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describes the  floating capacitors  during the input transi-

tion which  is indicated by gray  color  in the background.

(e,o) j

Fig. 8Bit  parallel cellular  multiplier  over  aF(24).

implementation in multiplier  over  aF(2`), and  the AES  S-

Box under  the same  power  clock  frequency operation  (12.5
MHz).

  In the SPICE  simulation,  we  derive the  transitional  power

dissipation as  Edi.. =  J:' It},.(t)ib.(t)dt, which  is adopted  as

the  figure of  merit  to measure  the resistance  against  power

analysis  attacks. The  simulation  and  calculatien  result$  are

summarized  in [lable 1. The  parameters in [Ilable 1 describe

the  variatien  of  energy  dissipation and  indicate how  well  the

proposed  logic and  existing  secure  logics are  able  to consume

power  uniformly  fbr every  cycle.  The  normalized  energy  de-

viation  (NED), diefined as  (E.... -  Emi.)!Em..,  is used  to

calculate  the percentage  difference between minimum  and

maximum  energy  consumption  over  all possible input tran-

sitions.  The  normalized  standard  deviation (NSD) indicates

how  much  the  energy  consumption  varies  based on  the in-

put  transitions, and  is calculated  as  aE!E.  The  quantity  E

=  £ :.=i Ei is the average  of  energy  dissipation of  4-bit and

8-bit for GF(24)  and  AES  S-Box  respectively,  The  standard

deviation essentially  refiects  the  variation  of  power consump-

tion is defined as  aE  ==  E,E="., (E,-E)2/n. The  values

of  NED  and  NSD  listed in Table 1 are  to  measure  the  abil-

ity of  the  logic circuit  to resist  against  power  analysis  at-

tacks. The  smalleT  results  of  aE,  NED  and  NSD,  the  high

resistant  of  the  logic towards SCA  attacks  are  guaranteed.

Flvem this perspective,  the results  in Thble 1 indicate that

the  CSSAL  implementation  in bit-parallel cellular  multiplier

over  GF(24)  is better able  to balance the energy  consump-

tion  in comparison  with  the  four other  adiabatic  logic. It

has been  documented  in [14] that the individual  logic secu-

rity  perforrnance  of  proposed CSSAL  increased about  98%

compare  to the SyAL.  However, the logic implementation

in more  complex  AES  S-Box, the  proposed CSSAL  has a

drawback  in producing high glitch current  because of  the

mismatching  input arrival  time. Therefore, the  suitable  in-

put timing  for 8-bit S-Box architecture  need  to be carefully

revised  in further work.  Additional information  provided  in

Thble 1 that  the  SAL  logic is not  fully operated  in S-Box

using  four phases in our  investigation,

  4. Conclusion

 The  investigation  and  comparison  of  secure  adiabatic  logic

style  for countermeasure  against  SCA  attacks  at  cell  level

have been thoroughly carried  out  in this survey.  DPA  and

DEMA  attacks  reveal  the  secret  information by  statistically

analyzing  the power  fiuctuations and  the  current  amplitude

of  attacked  hardware, such  as  smart  card.  The  alternative

solution  for these  challenges,  the adiabatic  logic technique
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Zlable1  Simulation and  calculation  results  of

  GF(24)  and  S-bex  under  multi-stage

  clock  frequency,

the  bit-parallel cellular  multiplier  over

PPRM  architecture  at  12.5 MHz  power

Power  vaJiation  ofcellular  multiplier  over  CF(24) and  8-bit S-Box

Proposed SyAL SAL 2N-2N2P ECRL

CF(2`)S-BoxGF(2`)S-BoxaF(24)S-BoxGF<24)S-BoxGF(2`)S-Box

Emin[fJ]e.6817,47O,6211.12O.55NAO,213,73O.192,87

ETna=[fJ]O.7144.22O,7422.822.32NA1,2433.97O.9724,19

E[fJ]O.6933.95O,7213.081.46NAO.7819.47O.6213,82
oE[fJ]O.Oe76,92O.031O.92O.55NAO,305,88O.234.28

NED[%]4.2360.4916.2251.2778.29NA83.0689.0280,4188,14

NSD[oro]1.0120.384.317.0337.67NA38,4630.2037.1030.96

is an  inteTesting approach  for reducing  the information leak-

age  caused  by dynamic  power, and  high dynamic  current

in CMOS  logic opeTation.  The  investigation results  of  low-

power adiabatic logic styles  have shown  that the proposed

CSSAL  improves the  security  performance to withstand  DPA

attacks,  and  it is applicable  for low power,  low frequency

band, such  as  contactless  smart  cards  (13.56 MHz),  RFID

tags, and  wireless  sensors,  IM2 want  to highlight in this con-

clusion  that the suitable  input timing  for adiabatic  logic im-

plemerrtation in Iarge area  of  digital circuit  need  to be highly

considered  in order  to avoid  unnecessary  electrical  hazard or

glitch current,  which  we  put in account  for fuTther research

work  in respect  to secure  AES  S-Box architecture  implemen-

tation using  proposed  CSSAL  logic.
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